The European Physical Society has
always given a lot of attention to the
relations between the scientific com
munity and the human society at
large. The Programme of the next
EPS General Conference will include
an evening open discussion on this
general theme, and the Advisory
Committee on Physics and Society
has prepared a working paper as a
general background for the dis
cussion. The working paper, which
is published here, is intended as
a broad review of the problems
which could be discussed in this
evening session, but we hope very
much that the discussion will focus
on specific themes. In this connection
we should like to invite the partici
pants to prepare questions, which for
preference should be submitted in
advance to the chairman of the
session, so the discussion can be
organized in a useful fashion.
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and Physics
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of the European Physical Society
Bucharest, Romania
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Although the deadline for re
gistration was 31 July 1975,
participants in the Third General
EPS Conference may still re
gister. Proper accommodation,
however, can no longer be gua
ranteed.
Participants must be regis
tered before arriving at the
campus, otherwise they will not
be allowed access to the site.
The registration form should
be sent to :
A. Corciovei,
Institute for Atomic Physics,
P.O. Box 5206,
Bucharest, Romania.

Eastern participants can pay
the registration fee to :
Banque Nationale de Roumanie,
Bucharest,
Account No. 64.41.2.01.43.

Western participants can pay
the registration fee to :
Union de Banques Suisses
CH-1211 Geneva 11
Account No. 282.079.30 W

or :
Banque Roumaine
pour le Commerce Extérieur,
Bucharest
Account No. 47.11.032.303-7.
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Norm Aspects of the
Science—Technology Spiral
Working paper prepared by the Advisory Committee on
Physics and Society (A.C.P.S.) of the E.P.S.
Purpose of present paper
Whether as research, education or
application, physics has a social
function and, whatever a physicist’s
personal attitude may be, interaction
between the world of physics and
society-at-large is a fact. The A.C.P.S.
considers analysis (Trends in Physics,
Proceedings E.P.S. Wiesbaden con
ference 1972, p. 252), communication
and discussion concerning that inter
action to be extremely important. The
Committee recognises the physicists’
responsibility for helping the general
public to understand the underlying
purpose and potential value of their
work. They wish to contribute to the
E.P.S. General Conference in Bucha
rest (1975) by elaborating upon dis
cussion of the “ Science-Technology
Spiral “, (H.B.G. Casimir, Trends in
Physics, loc. cit. page 125), and
particularly by trying to formulate
some aspects of the “ norm “ problem.
Normative aspects of physics
Physicists seek to resolve problems
of either a cognitive or functional
character and they pursue their work
both under intrinsic and extrinsic
scientific motivation and orientation,
since these areas do overlap.
Intrinsically, physics stems from the
imaginative mind striving for deeper
insight into nature and seeking to
expand the existing body of know
ledge, regardless of the possible use
of the knowledge acquired. This pro
cess may eventually produce its own
interactions with society, but there is
every reason to proclaim the necessity
of freedom for intrinsic research pro
grammes. Such programmes should
of course be scientifically and organ
isationally sound, particularly if they
are dependent on the use of public
resources, and it should be checked
whether, for instance,
— the expenditure and the number
of workers involved is a reason
able proportion of the resources
available ;
— the proposed programme is likely
to lead along a path which will
not be considered alien to our
society ;
— the proposed programme does
not require techniques or pro
cesses likely to be damaging to
the environment.

Such conditions may pose difficult
issues of personal conscience, value
judgment, and belief in the need to
search for new knowledge. But, as
physicists, we can defend “ pure”
research not merely in satisfying a
craving for deeper understanding but
as a necessary part of our edu
cational and cultural system. Such
research should clearly be very good
research.
In the intrinsic area “ neutral
seekers of truth “ may welcome the
views of those scholars who can
contribute to a deeper philosophical
understanding of the normative pro
blems which physicists face in plan
ning or collaborating in specific pro
grammes of intrinsic research.
Extrinsically, physics programmes
are designed to resolve specific pro
blems defined in industrial, economic,
or more general social settings. The
objective is again knowledge, but its
utility with respect to the achievement
of particular functions is the dominant
consideration. But who is to define
these problems ? Who is to set prior
ities and what is to be the relevant
value and norm system ?
The path of industrial civilization
has hitherto been paved by countless
innovators, scientists, entrepreneurs,
market-analysts, statesmen and la
bourers. They have combined to de
velop technology in response to the
needs of man. However, It would
seem, further growth and a balanced
spread of the industrial civilization
over the world require a more so
phisticated analysis of human needs.
This confronts us with value judg
ments, having regard to the poverty
and starvation in many parts of the
world and uncertainties concerning
real needs or priorities in developed
countries. There is a growing need
for changing people’s interest from
that of an ever-increasing consumer
orientation to that of the need to
maintain a knowledge-based society,
and for an increase of manpower in
“ services “, as distinct from the pro
fessional activities of agriculture and
manufacturing industry. There is surely
a role for physicists to play a part in
formulating the requirements to meet
these needs.
Technology in its broadest sense
has caused such strains in our tra-

The role of physicists
As physicists we happily acknow
ledge man’s urge to “ know more
and do better “ ; we take an active
part in the changes of the world and
almost every physicist is conscious
of the fact that his life is affected
by the dynamics of science and
technology in present-day society. His
awareness of living in an ambiance
of conflict and compromise may con-

front him with difficult decisions about
the standards and values by which he
should pursue his professional work.
Therefore, in a gathering such as the
E.P.S. general conference there should
be a possibility to discuss such stan
dards and values as they interact with
science and technology.
Certain conceptions of proposed
or actual behaviour, both emotional
and rational, have high priority in
our judgments and these become
norms when generally accepted, in
kind and priority, by people in a
certain community. However, it is
clear that a generally accepted
system of standards for the world
community of physicists is difficult
to define. No generally convincing
models of social and environmental
reality do yet exist, and this often
leads to misunderstanding and conflict
when the definition of priorities is
involved, and to dogmatic attitudes.
In the complexity of our present
densely populated world people have
become more conscious of world
problems. Historically, man has often
been confronted with the shortcoming
that his traditional criteria were no
longer relevant and efficient — even
if they were consistently applied and
obeyed. In a world of continuing
change he is constantly in need of
improving and adjusting his norm
system.
It is sometimes concluded that in
order to prevent disastrous diver
gencies in the development of society,
the process of acquiring more know
ledge of the natural world should be
stopped altogether. This thought has
occurred occasionally in history but it
does not gain much support among
physicists, not only since it is contrary
to their natural drive but also because
they recognise that good science is
in fact one of the indispensable tools
for the construction of that better
world which mankind longs for. In
any case such a negative course
would merely foster obscurantism.
Application-oriented physicists seek
to identify themselves with their work
not only in terms of professional
attitude but also because they appre
ciate the ultimate technical function
wanted. Though their tasks lie essen
tially in extrinsically programmed
work, they, no less than those en
gaged in intrinsically programmed re
search, find joy in creativity and they
can and do participate in setting their
own tasks. Their inventiveness and
drive can contribute to the solution
of problems in which economic, in
dustrial, social, national or internation
al considerations have their own
priorities of importance. It is true, of
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Vibrational Nuclei
Proceedings of the Topical Confe
rence on Problems of Vibrational
Nuclei, Zagreb, Croatia, Yugoslavia,
September 24 - 27, 1974
edited by G. Alaga, V. Paar and L. Sips
1975. 468 pages.

US $ 41.75/Dfl. 100.00
This volume contains the invited
papers presented at the conference,
whose aim was to discuss and com
pare the different theoretical and
experimental approaches in order to
clarify the present status of vibrational
nuclei and to bridge the existing communicational gaps. The programme
covered: RPA, quasiboson expan
sions, collective Hamiltonian and
particle-vibration coupling, approach
to nuclear vibrations in Migdal theory,
relation between particle-rotation and
particle-vibration coupling; main
results (spectra, electromagnetic
transitions, static moments, inelastic
scattering, transfer reactions, highspin states), difficulties and common
features with special emphasis on
nuclei around double and single
closed shell nuclei; renormalizations,
effective charges, coupling strength,
selection and intensity rules; effective
interactions, effective operators,
multistep processes, interference
effects, etc.
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During his lifetime, Claude Bloch
exerted a considerable influence on
several areas of modern physics,
including nuclear structure and reac
tions, statistical mechanics, the manybody problemand perturbation theory.
His lectures, presenting ideas far in
advance of his time, helped to shape
a whole generation of young scien
tists. These volumes comprise his
published articles, reports and lecture
notes, and reflect Bloch's depth of
insight, clarity of ideas and complete
mastery over the tools of mathematics.
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ditional values, and the process of
deriving them, as to induce major
changes in this process itself ; for
example, opinions now range from :
— science being purely rational and
value-free, to science having to be
primarily used for solving society's
needs ;
— mass-communication being good
for everyone, to mass-communi
cation fostering the abuse of
power ;
— progress of science fostering pro
gress of society-as-a-whole, to
penetration of technology through
out society leading to alienation ;
— scientific progress depending
strongly on individual activities,
to science being organized in the
form of projects in order to be
socially relevant ;
— science, as a search for truth
having autonomous cultural value,
to science, as a derivative of the
economical structure, striving for
a valuable functional purpose.
Extrinsically programmed research
and, a fortiori, its application by
physicists in the engineering profes
sion depend on the goals and
functions defined in or for techno
logical enterprises. Physicists in such
fields are willingly or unwillingly
partners in a process of reevaluation
and renewal of norms.
In a few recent cases of fast de
velopment the interaction between
science, technology and norms-andvalues has been evident though
by no means transparent. In extrinsic
programmes, as for the intrinsic
physics programmes, it would be
worthwhile having competent inter
disciplinary groups including social
scientists to analyse more clearly and
convincingly, than has yet been done,
what the new elements and standards
for such programmes should be.
Relevant subjects for such appraisal
are, for instance, nuclear energy,
genetic engineering, use of com
puters, mass media for communi
cation and popular mass transport.
Ultimately, our society needs a social
evaluation of technical and scientific
decisions as to future effects on
society.
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course, that perceiving problems in
a wider scope requires a “ sensory
function “ with respect to the eco
nomic and organisational structure
of society (buying power, political
trends, governmental attitude, etc.)
and also to the development of new
values and norms. However, given
the bewildering complexity of world
problems, it remains necessary for
physicists and other professional
groups not to lose faith in the
potential contribution which they can
make in resolving these problems. A
contribution, from physicists, to the
process of self-examination and an
alysis of the industrial world could
be very stimulating and might well
foster new activities. It would, in fact,
be in the best tradition of scientists
and reformers.
World problems
Apart from the energy problem for
which the capability of physics and
physicists is also required, various
lists of critical world problems have
been published.* From the list pu
blished by Battelle, those to which
physicists might most credibly con
tribute, as physicists, include : short
comings in education and communi
cation ; degradation and disfigurement
of the environment ; shortcomings in
production and technology. In addi-

tion the following problems might be
selected from Ozbekhan’s list: general
poverty within affluence ; inadequate
transportation ; wastage of natural re
sources.
Recommendations
(I) Some training in public sciences
should be incorporated in the
physicists’ education (Trends in
Physics, loc. cit. p. 264.)
(II) Scholars who can contribute to
a deeper philosophical under
standing of intrinsically program
med physics should assist physi
cists in discussions of norm pro
blems.
(III) Interdisciplinary groups should
study the normative aspects of
current major extrinsically pro
grammed physics.
(IV) Educational and informational
physics should be emphasized
and improved (Ibid, p. 251 and
359.)
(V) The physics community should
participate in discussions on
long-range trends in modern so
ciety, stressing that progress in
terms of purely material advance
should be transcended by other
aims, in the first place broad
cultural developments of which
science is one.

*Battelle Institute Geneva (1973) — DEMATEL Experiment.
H. Ozbekhan — Perspectives of Planning OECD, (Paris) 1969, p. 85.

Society News
Portuguese Physical Society
The Portuguese Physical Society
(Sociedade Portuguesa de Fisica) was
officially constituted on the 19th of
April 1974 as the result of an effort
sustained over several years by a few
Portuguese physicists working in a
very adverse environment. Thus, just
a century after their English and
French colleagues, the Portuguese
physicists were able to establish their
own Society. Its origins can, however,
be traced back to 1917 when a physics
branch was incorporated in the Portu
guese Chemical Society.
The foundation of the Portuguese
Chemical Society in 1911 was due
to the enthusiasm of a few chemists,
with particular relevance to Prof.
Ferreira da Silva, a remarkable an
alytical chemist of Oporto University ;
the physicists contributed also to the
Society, specially another Oporto pro
fessor, Alvaro Machado. The first
Portuguese chemistry journal, Revista,
Portuguesa de quimica pura e apli6

cada, was first published in 1905 ;
from 1916 the journal included phy
sics papers, and became the bulletin
of the Portuguese Chemical Society.
The physics papers had a limited
interest and, on the whole chemistry
had a more relevant role. The devel
opment of chemistry started in the
last quarter of the 19th century, mainly
with work on applied chemistry. Some
work on fundamental chemistry was
also undertaken and A. V. Lourenco,
professor at Lisbon Polytechnic
School and one of the forerunners
of the modern chemistry of macro
molecules, should be remembered in
this respect. During this time the
physics laboratories of the University
and other institutions of higher edu
cation were just places where demon
strations related to the theoretical
lectures were done ; research work
was irrelevant.
Going back to the 16th century one
finds that the first systematic experi
mental studies on the variations of
the earth’s magnetic field were done
by the Portuguese navigators with
prominence to Joao de Lisboa and
D. Joao de Castro who showed a
scientific mind in their observations.
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We may also remember Alvaro Tomas
who, by that time, taught at Paris
University and wrote a Treatise on
Physics, and his contemporary Pedro
Margalho, author of a textbook on
physics and professor at the University
of Salamanca.
These efforts were not pursued and
the scientific revolution which followed
the work of Galileo and Newton had no
influence in Portugal due to the very
unhappy historical circumstances.
This explains why some distinguished
Portuguese physicists of the 18th
century were ignored in their country.
Among these we may quote Bento
de Moura Portugal, who was elected
a Fellow of the Royal Society of
London in recognition of his work
on vapour machines ; and J. J. Magalhaes, known in France as Abbe
Magallan, who published in that
country most of his numerous scien
tific papers dealing with several sub
jects ; in particular, optical instru
ments, thermometry, barometry and
meteorology. Magalhaes, eventually,
became a Fellow of the Royal Society
of London and a correspondent mem
ber of the Science Academies of
Paris, Madrid and St. Petersbourg.

